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Plan

Introduction. Old problems easily solvable 

using the concept of the environment.

Chaos deblocade of tunneling current 

in arrays of Josephson junctions

Tunnel junction in the nonequilibrium

environment
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Environment and bath are different objects.

Environment can become nonequilibrium.

Environment can be tuned.
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Scattering integral:

Electron-electron scattering: 

Quasiparticle relaxation

Electron-phonon scattering: -- Phonon distribution function

Electron-environment scattering ???? 
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Mesoscopic transport in a nonequilibrium environment
[introduction]

Far from equilibrium transport phenomena in mesoscopic

conductors are usually governed by the energy exchange

between the transport agents (e.g., electrons) and the

environment of the bosonic excitations represented, by

phonons, photons, many-body excitations (e.g., electron-

hole pairs), the electromagnetic modes in the leads…

heating

the Coulomb anomaly

the Coulomb drag

the hooping (cotunneling)

the many body localization

the resonance exciting of the environment modes

Spin resonance (e.g., NMR)

…
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the resonance exciting of the environment modes
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A.F. Volkov and S.M. Kogan, UFN 96, 633 (1968);  

rediscovered in B. Altshuler, et al, PRL 2009.heating
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hooping transport 
Nearest center hooping in 

impurity-band insulators/semiconductors.

Variable range hooping in 

impurity-band insulators/semiconductors.



Mesoscopic transport in a nonequilibrium environment
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The concept of an environment gives an opportunity:

 to unite different from the first glance physical phenomena,

 to develop the understanding of new physical problems.

Example – “Many-body localization”.
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Hopping conductivity in tunnel junction arrays

arrays of granules: electrons have to tunnel through other granules

Efros-Shklovskii (or Mott)-type VRH should not be seen!! 

Elastic cotunneling mechanismInelastic cotunneling mechanism

tunneling via virtual states of intermediate grains

Hopping between the 

nearest neighbors, and

no room for the hopping

distance optimization
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Coherent propagation

Cotunneling

I. Beloborodov, A. Lopatin, V. Vinokur, PRB 
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Arrays: normal metal granules (N),

Superconducting granules (S), Hybrid structures (SNS)…

And yet another puzzle of the VRH: 

the mechanism of relaxation…
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Semiconductors:

S.I. Khondaker et al., Phys. Rev. B 59 4580 (1999)

I. Shlimak et al., Solid State Commun. 112 21 (1999)

A. Ghosh et al., Phys. Status Solidi B 230 (2002) 211.

Granular superconductors:

T.I. Baturina et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 257003 (2007) 

T.I. Baturina et al., Physica C 468, 316 (2008)

T.I. Baturina et al., JETP Lett. 88, 752(2008)

e-e interactions
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General results for array comprising of N junctions
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a) The single electron
circuit with the two
islands. Diagrams b)-e)
correspond to the forward
inelastic cotunneling rate
through the structure. The
red dotted lines show the
electron-hole pairs that
are excited during the
cotunneling and the blue
dotted lines show the
annihilated e-h pairs. The
vertices are shown by
boxes. They are
proportional to r/w –- the
probability of electron-hole
pairs excitation during the
charge transfer.

Cotunneling
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Corollaries: 2. Microscopic mechanism of Insulator-

Superinsulator transition

Insulator Superinsulator

Activation

conductance
Hyper-activation

In two dimensions the 

electron-hole plasma 

experiences the charge 

Berezinskii-Kosterliz-

Thouless transition (BKT) 

where the gap of the 

order of the charging 

energy Ec appears in the 

environment excitations 

spectrum. Opening this 

gap completely impedes 

both Cooper pairs- and 

normal quasiparticle 

currents in the 

superconducting 

tunneling array at T<Ec. 

This is the microscopic 

mechanism of the 

insulator-to-

superinsulator transition.
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Corollaries: 1. Many-body localization

Finkel’stein action in Keldysh:

(classical) (quantum)

density fluctuationcontact Coulomb interaction

(singlet channel)

THE FLUCTUATION PROPAGATOR
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Corollaries: 1. many-body localization

“Many body localization”
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Environment and bath are different objects.

Environment can become nonequilibrium.

Environment can be tuned.
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Турбулентность Ландау-Хопфа

1D array of Josephson junctions.
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Environment and bath are different objects.

Environment can become nonequilibrium.

Environment can be tuned.
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combinations of the environmental excitations distribution 

functions describe absorbed and emitted environmental 

excitations and the index

General results

a)

Z

v

RT
lin

phonon
relaxation

phonon
relaxation

Equilibrium:
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Kinetic equations
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Environment and bath

BATH
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Environment and bath: two-stage relaxation

Environment

BATH
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Kinetic equations
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Examples: I-V characteristics of a single junction

V
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Excess voltage
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▪ in equilibrium physics: with Heisenberg operator

▪ in non-equilibrium the time evolution needs to 

be evaluated using the “Keldysh” contour C
C

 the generating function is

the non-equilibrium one-particle Green’s function is obtained from that for the field operators
N. Chtchelkatchev and V. Vinokur, arXiv:0812.2372 (2009).

Nonequilibrium physics in superconductors
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Conclusions

• We have constructed a general theory of far from the equilibrium transport 

in large arrays of tunneling junctions

• We have derived analytical expression for bias-dependent effective 

temperature of the environment and found the I-V dependence for a single 

junction

• We have analyzed several consequences of general theory:

• Simple derivation of “many body localization” result

• Microscopic mechanism for insulator-superinsulator transition

• Resolving the VRH pre-factor puzzle.
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probe-1

probe-2

probe-3

probe-4

nanosystem
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Transport in granular materials: cotunneling

Relaxation mechanism:

creation of the string of the

electron-hole pairs

I. S. Beloborodov, A. V.  Lopatin, and V. M. Vinokur

Coulomb effects and hopping transport in granular 

metals

Phys. Rev. B 72 (12), 125121 - 125141 (2005)

The same mechanism was proposed in

“Many body localization”

I. Gorny, A. Mirlin, D. Polyakov, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95,

206603 (2005)

D. M. Basko, I. L. Aleiner, and B. L. Altshuler, Phys.

Rev. B 76, 052203 (2007).

D. M. Basko, I. L. Aleiner, and B. L. Altshuler, Ann. 

Phys.(N.Y.) 321, 1126 (2006).
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